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Are a healthy diet and physical 
activity synergistically associated 
with cognitive functioning in 
older adults?7

Willemke	Nijholt,	Harriët	Jager-Wittenaar,	Marjolein	Visser,	Cees	P.	van	der	Schans,
Hans Hobbelen

J	Nutr	Health	Aging	2016;20(5):525-532	DOI:	10.1007/s12603-015-0610-0

Objectives Previous research has demonstrated that being both physically active and 

adhering	a	healthy	diet	is	associated	with	improved	cognitive	functioning;	however,	 it	

remains unclear whether these factors act synergistically. We investigated the synergistic 

association of a healthy diet and being physically active with cognitive functioning. 

Design Cross-sectional	study.	Setting and participants Data from the Longitudinal 

Aging	 Study	Amsterdam	 (LASA)	were	used.	We	 analyzed	data	 from	2,165	 community	

dwelling	 adults	 who	 were	 aged	 55-85	 years,	 56%	 of	 whom	 were	 female.	 Cognitive	

functioning	was	assessed	by	the	Mini-Mental	State	Examination	(MMSE),	an	MMSE	score	

of		>26	indicates	good	cognitive	functioning.	Physical	activity	was	assessed	by	the	LASA	

Physical	Activity	Questionnaire	and	was	considered	sufficient	if	the	person	engaged	in		

moderately-intense	physical	activity	≥	20	min/day.	A	healthy	diet	score	was	based	on	

the	 intake	of	 fruit,	vegetables	and	fish.	Each	of	 the	 food	groups	was	assigned	a	score	

that	ranged	from	1	(well	below	the	Dutch	guideline	for	a	healthy	diet)	to	4	(well	above	

the	Dutch	guideline	for	a	healthy	diet),	and	the	scores	were	aggregated	to	determine	

a	healthy	diet	(healthy	≥	9	points).	Multiple	logistic	and	linear	regression	analyses	were	

used	 to	 examine	 the	 (synergistic)	 association	 among	 physical	 activity,	 a	 healthy	 diet	

and cognitive functioning. All analyses were adjusted for potential chronic diseases and 

lifestyle confounders. Results Of	all	 of	 the	 	participants,	 25%	were	diagnosed	with	a	

cognitive	 impairment	 (MMSE	≤26),	80%	were	physically	active	and	41%	had	a	healthy	

diet.	 Sixty	 three	percent	of	 the	participants	both	adhered	 to	a	healthy	diet	 and	were	

physically	 active.	 Sufficient	 daily	 physical	 activity	 (OR=2.545,	 p<.001)	 and	 adherence	

to	a	healthy	diet	(OR=1.766,	p=.002)	were	associated	with	good	cognitive	functioning.	

After	adjusting	for	confounding	factors,	sufficient	physical	activity	was	not	significantly	

related	to	cognitive	functioning	(p=.163);	however	adherence	to	a	healthy	diet	remained	

significantly	associated	with	good	cognitive	functioning	(p=.017).	No	interaction	among	

sufficient	physical	activity,		healthy	diet	adherence	and	good	cognitive	functioning	was	

observed	(crude:	p=.401,	adjusted:	p=.216).	Conclusion The	results	of	this	cross-sectional	
study indicate that adherence to a healthy diet is independently related to cognitive 

functioning.	 Being	 physically	 active	 does	 not	 modify	 this	 association.	 Furthermore,	

these two lifestyle factors do not synergistically relate to cognitive functioning. 
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Introduction

A decline in cognitive functioning can be a predecessor of dementia, of which Alzheimer’s 
disease	(AD)	is	the	most	common	type.1	In	2013,	dementia	affected	about	44	million	people	
worldwide.	With	the	aging	of	the	population,	these	numbers	will	increase	to	135	million	in	
2015.2 These numbers indicate the importance of this global health problem, since dementia 
is	associated	with	higher	levels	of	dependency	and	lower	QOL.3 Nowadays, there is no cure 
for AD and therefore finding ways to prevent or slowing down the progression of AD is of 
utmost importance. 

A number of  research has shown that being physically active and adhering to a healthy diet 
are associated with a decreased risk of AD and poor cognitive functioning.4-17 Additionally, 
previous studies reported also that physical activity is positively associated with a reduction 
of	 the	 age-related	 declines	 observed	 in	 processing	 speed	 and	 executive	 functioning	 in	
older adults.5,14,18 It has been proposed that cognitive functioning can be sustained and 
ameliorated	 by	 aerobic	 exercise	 intervention	 in	 older	 people	 without	 known	 cognitive	
impairment.5

Dietary habits also appear to positively affect cognitive functioning. In particular, the 
consumption of fruit and vegetables appears to be protective against cognitive decline.19-21 
Furthermore,	 an	 average	 daily	 intake	 of	 >18.5	 g	 fish	 per	 day	 has	 been	 associated	with	 a	
reduced	 risk	 of	 dementia,	 compared	 with	 an	 intake	 of	 	 ≤3.0	 g	 per	 day	 (RR=0.4;	 95%CI: 
0.2-0.9;	p=0.03)	in	non-demented	older	adults.22 Research has shown that adherence to a 
Mediterranean	diet	is	associated	with	a	slower	decline	and	a	decreased	risk	of	developing	
mild cognitive impairment and AD.6,10,12,23-25	The	Mediterranean	diet	 is	characterized	by	a	
high	intake	of	vegetables,	fruit,	cereals,	nuts	and	seeds;	high	intake	of	olive	oil	as	the	primary	
source	of	fat,	but	low	intake	of	saturated	fat;	moderate	intake	of	fish;	low	to	moderate	intake	
of	dairy	products;	low	to	moderate	intake	of	poultry;	low	consumption	of	red	meat;	weekly	
consumption	of	zero	to	four	eggs;	and	low	to	moderate	consumption	of	red	wine.25,26

Thus, both physical activity and dietary habits have been identified as potential determinants 
for the prevention of AD and poor cognitive functioning. However, it remains unclear 
whether these two determinants interact. Several lines of evidence suggest that physical 
activity and diet are involved in several cellular pathways such as cell survival, neurogenesis 
and vascular function.27,28 The levels of neurotransmitters and growth factor could possibly 
be	 enhanced	by	physical	 activity	 and	dietary	 components	 (e.g.	 folic	 acid,	 plant	 extracts,	
antioxidants).	Neurotransmitters	and	growth	factors,	enhance	the	function	and	production	
of mature neurons. The production of new neurons, i.e., neurogenesis, is associated with 
improved cognitive functioning.27	The production of new neurons is especially enhanced 
by physical activity. Furthermore, diet and physical activity may improve synaptic plasticity. 
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One of the most significant factors involved in synaptic plasticity is the brain derived 
neurotrophic	 factor	 (BDNF).	 This	 factor	has	been	 reported	 to	be	upregulated	by	physical	
activity	and	the	intake	of	antioxidants.27 

Based	 on	 these	 findings,	 the	 association	 between	 diet	 and	 physical	 activity	 could	 be	
synergistic. To our knowledge, only one study investigated the interaction between diet 
and physical activity. That study found an interaction effect between participation in 
physical	activities,	high	Mediterranean	diet	 score	and	AD.11	This	Mediterranean	diet	 score	
however, is not representative for the Dutch diet. The Dutch diet is characterized by fewer 
intake of polyunsaturated fatty acids, but higher intake of dairy products compared to the 
Mediterranean	diet.29	Similar	 to	the	Mediterranean	diet,	 the	Dutch	guideline	 for	a	healthy	
diet also suggests high intake of fruit and vegetables and moderate intake of fish.30,31 

Therefore, in this study we aimed to investigate the presence of a synergistic association 
between	a	diet	rich	in	vegetables,	fruit	and	fish	and	sufficient	physical	activity	and	its	effect	
on  cognitive functioning in older adults. 

Methods

Study sample

Data	 from	 the	 Longitudinal	 Aging	 Study	 Amsterdam	 (LASA)	 were	 utilized	 for	 this	 cross-
sectional	study.	Detailed	information		regarding	data-collection	and	sampling	of	the	LASA	
have been described elsewhere.32,33 

In	 brief,	 the	 LASA	 study	 began	 in	 1992	 to	 determine	 predictors	 and	 consequences	 of	
ageing.	Participants	were	recruited	from	eleven	municipal	registries	in	three	Dutch	regions;	
Amsterdam,	 Zwolle	 and	Oss.	 The	 initial	 sample	 comprised	 3,107	 participants	 aged	 55-85	
years	and	follow-up	examinations	were	performed	every	3	years.	In	2002/2003	an	additional	
cohort was recruited from the same sampling framework as the initial cohort, such that 
the period and cohort differences could be investigated. Several side studies have been 
conducted	since	the	start	of	the	LASA	in	1992.	One	of	these	side	studies	is	the	LASA	Lifestyle	
Study.	The	LASA	Lifestyle	Study	began	in	2007	and	was	conducted	to	obtain	quantitative	
information	 on	 dietary	 intake	 and	 other	 lifestyle	 factors.	 Eligibility	 criteria	 for	 the	 LASA	
Lifestyle	study	consisted	of	an	age	<	80	years,	living	independently	and	a	Mini-	Mental	State	
Examination	(MMSE)	score	>23.	The	source	population	for	the	LASA	Lifestyle	Study	consisted	
of	2,165	participants	who	were	screened	with	the	LASA	assessment	 in	2005/2006,1,058	of	
whom participated  in the LASA Lifestyle Study.

Eligibility	 criteria	 for	 the	 current	 study	 included	 the	 availability	 of	 data	 on	 cognitive	
functioning,  physical activity and diet. In total, data were available for cognitive functioning 
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and	physical	activity	for	1,900	participants	and	for	cognitive	functioning	and	diet	for	1,028	
participants	(Figure	1).	

The	study	was	approved	by	the	ethical	review	board	of	the	VU	University	Medical	Center	
(Amsterdam,	the	Netherlands),	and	all	participants	provided	informed	consent. 

Figure 1. Flowchart of participation in this study.

Measures

Cognitive functioning

Cognitive	functioning	was	assessed	with	the	MMSE.	The	MMSE	is	a	widely	used	assessment	
tool for evaluating cognitive status among older adults. This reliable and validated tool 
incorporates	20	items,	and	the	possible	scores	range	between	0	and	30,	with	lower	scores	
indicating	 more	 cognitive	 impairment.34-36	 To	 indicate	 poor	 cognitive	 functioning,	 
a	generally	accepted	cut-off	point	of	MMSE	≤	26	was	used.37-40	In	the	analyses	cognitive	
functioning scores were used both dichotomously and continuously.  

Healthy diet

A	 self-administered	 food	 frequency	 questionnaire	 was	 used	 to	 obtain	 quantitative	
information	about	dietary	intake.	A	food	frequency	questionnaire	appears	to	be	a	reasonably	
valid	and	reproducible	tool	to	study	dietary	and	nutrient	intake	in	extensive	epidemiological	
studies.41-44 In this study, the Dutch dietary guidelines were used to define a healthy diet, 
which	is	characterized	by	a	sufficient	intake	of	fruit	(≥200	g/d),	vegetables	(≥200	g/d)	and	
fish	(twice	a	week,	in	which	one	occurrence	is	fatty	fish).30,31 

To determine a healthy diet, the intake of fruit, vegetables and fish was assigned a score 
ranged	 between	 1	 and	 4,	 in	which	 a	 score	 of	 3	was	 equal	 to	 the	Dutch	 guideline	 for	 a	
healthy	diet	(Table	1).	A	comprehensive	healthy	diet	score	was	obtained	by	summing	the	
scores that were assigned to the daily intake of fruit, fish and vegetable. The healthy diet 
score	ranged	from	3	to	12	points,	and	a	score	of	9	and	higher	was	considered	as	adhering	to	
the Dutch dietary guideline. 
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Table 1. Development and distribution of the healthy diet score.

Elements of a healthy diet Score

1 2 3 4

Fruit	(g/day) ≥	0	-	<	100 ≥	100	-	<	200 ≥	200	-	<	250 ≥250

	n	(%) 146	(13.9) 209	(20.0) 191	(18.2) 501	(47.9)

Vegetables	(g/day) ≥0	-	<	100 ≥100	-	<	150 ≥150	-	<	200 ≥200

n	(%) 153	(14.7) 266	(25.6) 228	(21.9) 394	(37.8)

Fish	(times/week) 0 1 2 >	3

n	(%) 324	(30.9) 393	(37.4) 252	(24.0) 81	(7.7)

Physical activity

To	determine	physical	activity,	the	LASA	Physical	Activity	Questionnaire	(LAPAQ)	was	used.	
The	LAPAQ	is	a	valid	and	reliable	instrument	for	assessing	physical	activity	in	older	people.	
The	 questionnaire	 covers	 the	 frequency	 and	 duration	 of	 household	 activities,	 walking	
outside,	gardening,	bicycling,	and	a	maximum	of	two	sport	activities	over	the	previous	two	
weeks.45	The	amount	of	daily	physical	activity	was	calculated	by	multiplying	the	frequency	
and	 duration	 of	 each	 activity	 in	 the	 previous	 two	 weeks	 and	 dividing	 this	 by	 14.	 Only	
moderately-intensive	physical	activities	(≥	3	metabolic	equivalents	(≥3MET))	were	included	
in the calculation of physical activity. 

Using	the	Dutch	norm	for	healthy	physical	activity	for	individuals	aged	55	years	and	older,	
a dichotomous variable of physical activity was created. According to this norm, individuals 
should	engage	 in	moderately-intensive	physical	 activity	 (≥	3	MET)	 at	 least	five	 times	per	
week	for	30	minutes	or	more.46 In this study, the Dutch norm for healthy physical activity 
was	 translated	 into	 a	 daily	 recommendation	 for	 healthy	 physical	 activity	 of	 20	 minutes	 
(five	 x	 30	 minutes=150	 min.	 150:7=21.4	 minutes).	 In	 the	 present	 study,	 physical	 activity	
was	measured	 in	minutes	per	day	and	was	dichotomized	 into	norm-active	(≥	20	minutes	
physically	active	/day)	or	non-active	(	<20	minutes	physically	active/day). 

Potential confounders 

To study potential confounding factors, the following covariates were included in the 
analyses:	sex	 (male/female);	age	(in	years);	education	(low:	no	education	or	 lower	general	
education;	middle:	lower	vocational	education,	intermediate	general	education,	intermediate	
vocational	education;	high:	higher	vocational	education,	higher	general	education,	scientific	
education);	 smoking	 (never,	 former	or	current	smoker);	alcohol	use	 (number	of	drinks	per	
week);	 depressive	 symptoms	 (CES-D	 score;	 high	 depressive	 symptoms:	 CES-D	 score	 ≥16	
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versus	low	:	CES-D	score	<16)47;	reason	for	weight	loss	(for	a	self-reported	history	of	weight	
loss	in	the	past	6	months,	a	distinction	can	be	made	between:	none,	intended,	unintended	
or	 ‘other’	weight	 loss)48;	Body	Mass	 Index	(kg/m2)	based	on	measured	height	and	weight;	
and	Chronic	diseases	(none,	one,	or	more	than	one	of	the	following	chronic	diseases:	chronic	
non-specific	 lung	 disease,	 cardiac	 disease,	 stroke,	 diabetes	 mellitus,	 peripheral	 arterial	
disease,	arthritis,	hypertension,	malignancies	and	other	diseases)  

Statistical analyses

We used descriptive statistics to summarize the characteristics of participants. Categorical 
variables	were	expressed	as	relative	frequencies	and	continuous	variables	were	presented	
as	the	means	±	standard	deviations	(SD).	Differences	in	cognitive	functioning	were	tested	
using	Student’s	t-test	for	independent	samples	with	continuous	data	and	chi-square	tests	
for categorical data.

Linear and logistic regression analyses were used to assess whether physical activity and 
adherence to a healthy diet were independently associated with cognitive functioning. We 
analyzed	two	regression	models:	(1)	a	crude	model	and	(2)	a	model	that	was	adjusted	for	
all	 potential	 confounders:	 age,	 BMI,	 depressive	 symptoms,	 educational	 level	 and	 alcohol	
use. Furthermore, to investigate whether physical activity and healthy diet adherence 
are synergistically associated with cognitive functioning, a product term was computed 
between the dichotomous variables of healthy diet and physical activity. This product term 
was added to the linear and logistic regression models, in which the physical activity and 
healthy	diet	were	also	added	separately.	SPSS	version	16.0	 (SPSS	 Inc,	Chicago,	 Illinois)	was	
used	for	the	statistical	analyses.	The	level	of	statistical	significance	was	established	at	p<0.05.	

Results

The	 baseline	 characteristics	 of	 the	 participants	 are	 shown	 in	 Table	 2.	 Participants	
experiencing	 impaired	 cognition	 were	 generally	 older	 	 (mean	 difference	 -6.44	 year	 ±	
0.5,	 p<.001),	 exhibited	 decreased	 levels	 of	 physical	 activity	 (mean	difference	 17	minutes/ 
day	±	4,	p<0.001),	had	a	lower	educational	level	(p<0.001)	and	had	a	lower	healthy	diet	score	
(mean	 difference	 0.54±0.2,	 p=0.002).	 Patients	with	 impaired	 cognitive	 functioning	 had	 a	
lower	intake	of	vegetables	(mean	difference	24	g±	8.2,	p=0.004),	more	frequent	depressive	
symptoms	 (p<0.001),	 higher	 alcohol	 intake	 (mean	 difference	 2.1	 drinks	 per	 week	 ±	 0.5,	
p<0.001)	and	more	frequent	weight	loss	(p<0.001).

Physical activity and cognitive functioning

Approximately	80%	of	the	participants	met	the	Dutch	guideline	for	healthy	physical	activity.	
The	median	time	spent	performing	physical	activities	was	55.7	(interquartile	range	(IQR)=	
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71.7)	minutes	per	day.	Univariate	regression	analysis	demonstrated	that	increased	physical	
activity	 (min/d)	 was	 associated	 with	 improved	 cognitive	 functioning	 	 (p<0.001).	 After	
adjusting	 for	 confounders,	 the	association	was	no	 longer	 statistically	 significant	 (p=0.60).		
Furthermore, adherence to the Dutch guideline for healthy physical activity was associated 
with	 better	 cognitive	 functioning	 (crude:	 p<0.001,	 adjusted:	 p=0.017)	 (Table	 3).	 In	 Table	
4,	 the	 results	 of	 the	 logistic	 regression	 analyses	 are	 shown.	Univariate	 logistic	 regression	
analysis	 shows	 a	 significant	 association	 between	 increased	 physical	 activity	 (min/d)	 and	
good	cognitive	functioning	(OR=1.004,	p<0.001).	No	significant	association	was	found	after	
adjusting	for	confounders	(OR=1.000,	p=0.684).	Adherence	to	the	Dutch	guideline	for	healthy	
physical	activity	was	associated	with	better	cognitive	functioning	(OR=2.545	p<001).	After	
adjusting	for	confounders,	this	association	was	no	longer	significant	(OR=1.240	p=0.163).	

Healthy diet and cognitive functioning 

Table	4	indicates	the	distribution	of	the	scores	that	describe	to	the	intake	of	fruit,	vegetables	
and	fish.	Cumulatively,	66.1%	of	participants	met	the	Dutch	recommendation	for	daily	fruit	
intake.	The	majority	of	participants	(47.9%)	reported	that	their	fruit	consumption	was	>250	
grams	per	day.	Furthermore,	the	guideline	for	vegetable	intake	was	fulfilled	in	59.7%	of	the	
participants.	The	Dutch	recommendation	for	fish	intake	was	met	in	31.7%	of	the	participants.	
Univariate regression analysis showed that a higher healthy diet score was associated 
with	 better	 cognitive	 functioning	 (p<0.001).	 After	 adjusting	 for	 confounding	 factors,	 the	
association	 remained	statistically	 significant	 (p=0.005).	Adherence	 to	 the	Dutch	guideline	
for	a	healthy	diet	 (yes/no)	was	associated	with	 improved	cognitive	 functioning	 (p<0.001).	
After adjusting for confounding factors, this association remained statistically significant 
(p=0.008)	(Table	3).	Logistic	regression	analyses	showed	that	higher	healthy	diet	scores	were	
associated	with	good	cognitive	functioning	(OR=1.155,	p<0.001).	This	association	remained	
significant	 after	 adjustment	 for	 confounding	 factors	 (OR=1.128,	 p=0.004).	 Furthermore,	
adherence	 to	 the	 Dutch	 guideline	 for	 a	 healthy	 diet	 (yes/no)	was	 associated	with	 good	
cognitive	functioning	(crude:OR=1.766,	p=0.002,	adjusted:	OR=1.591,	p=0.017)	(Table	4).	

Synergistic association among physical activity, healthy diet and cognitive functioning

Linear regression analyses showed no synergistic association of physical activity and healthy 
diet	adherence	with	cognitive	functioning	(p-value	interaction	term	0.122).	After	adjusting	
for	confounding	factors	by	educational	 level,	age,	BMI,	depressive	symptoms	and	alcohol	
use,	the	association	remained	insignificant	(p=0.073)	(Table	3).	Additionally,	no	interaction	
effect was observed among healthy diet adherence, healthy physical activity and good 
cognitive	functioning	(crude:	p-value	interaction	term=0.216,	adjusted:	p-value	interaction	
term=0.401)	(Table	4).	
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Table 2. Characteristics	of	the	LASA	participants	stratified	by	cognitive	functioning	(n=2165).

Characteristic 
(n of missings) All

              Cognitive functioning

p- valueGood Impaired

Age in years 72.15	(9.62) 69.59	(8.26) 76.03	(9.99) <0.001

Sex
  female
  male

1221	(56.4)
944	(43.6) 

797	(55.8)
632	(44.2)

256	(53.4)
223	(46.6)

0.375

BMI	(n=381) 27.53	(4.32) 27.44	(4.21) 27.85	(4.65) 0.108

MMSE	(n=257) 27.29	(3.09) 28.58	(1.01) 23.43	(3.89) <0.001

Physical	activity	in	min/day	(n=265) 55.71	(71.71) 60.00	(70.71) 38.57	(73.93) <0.001

Physically active*

		Non-active
		Norm-active

388	(20.4)
1512	(79.6)

232	(59.8)
1196	(79.1)

156	(40.2)
316	(20.9)

<0.005

Fruit	intake,	in	g/day	(n=1074) 250.55	(143.94) 248.20	(138.24) 264.39	(173.67) 0.276

Vegetable	intake,	in	g/day	(n=1124) 180.11	(94.26) 183.62	(91.78) 159.73	(105.55) 0.004

Fish intake, in times per week (n=1115) 2.39	(0.63) 2.41	(0.63) 2.32	(0.61) 0.087

Healthy diet score**(n=1083) 7.83	(2.16) 7.93	(2.12) 7.25	(2.29) 0.001

Dutch guideline for a healthy diet 
compliance***	(n=1108)
  yes
  no

434	(41.1)
623	(58.9)

47	(10.8)
110	(17.7)

387	(89.2)
513	(82.3)

0.005

Educational	level
  low
  middle
  high

1098	(50.7)
699	(32.3)
368	(17.0)

595	(41.6)
530	(37.1)
304	(21.3)

338	(70.6)
103	(21.5)
38	(7.9)

<0.001

Smoking status (n=361)
  no smoker
  former smoker
  current smoker

569	(31.5)
924	(51.2)
311	(17.2)

409	(28.6)
717	(50.2)
242	(16.9)

160	(36.7)
207	(47.5)
69	(15.8)

0.029

Chronic	disease	(n=116)
  none
  one
  more than one

320	(15.6)
563	(27.5)
1166	(56.9)

245	(17.1)
398	(27.9)
786	(55.0)

54	(11.3)
130	(27.2)
294	(61.4)

0.005

Depressive	symptoms	(n=257) 
  yes 
  no

289	(15.1)
1619	(84.9)

185	(12.9)
1244	(87.1)

104	(21.7)
375	(78.3)

<0.001

Alcohol	intake,	in	drinks/week	(n=360) 7.00	(9.63) 7.50	(9.75) 5.44	(9.10) <0.001

Weight	loss	(n=361)
  no
  voluntary
  involuntary
  eating less or different  

1475	(81.7)
137	(7.6)
179	(9.9)
13	(0.8)

1134	(82.8)
117	(8.5)
109	(8.0)
9	(0.7)

341	(78.2)
20	(4.6)
70	(16.1)
4	(0.9)

<0.001

Data	are	presented	as	N	(%)	or	mean	(SD)	unless	otherwise	stated.	Good	cognitive	functioning=MMSE	score	of	≥27	
*according	to	the	Dutch	guideline	for	healthy	physical	activity,	non-active	category=<20	min/day	physically	active;	norm-active	≥	
20	min/day	physically	active	**Healthy	diet	score	ranges	from	1-12	***Healthy	diet	score≥	9	points.
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Table 3. Linear	 regression	analyses	between	 (the	 interaction	of)	healthy	diet,	physical	 activity	 and	
cognitive functioning.

Unadjusted model
Beta	(Standard	Error)

Adjusted modela

Beta	(Standard	Error)

Physical activity
		Continuously	analyzed		(min/day)
		Dichotomous	analyzed		(sufficient	≥	20min/day)

0.005	(0.001)**
1.537	(0.153)**

0.000	(0.001)
0.361	(0.151)*

Healthy diet score
		Continuously	analyzed	(1-12)
		Dichotomous	analyzed	(healthy	≥	9	points)

0.079	(0.021)**
0.316	(0.094)**

0.059	(0.021)*
0.245	(0.093)*

Interaction physical activity and healthy diet
  Dichotomous analyzed -0.498	(0.322) -0.567	(0.316)

a adjusted	for	age,	BMI,	depressive	symptoms,	educational	level,	and	alcohol	use.	*p-value	<0.05	**	p-value	<0.001

Table 4.	Logistic	regression	analyses	between	(the	interaction	of)	healthy	diet,	physical	activity	and	
good cognitive functioninga 

Unadjusted model Adjusted modelb

Beta	 
(Standard	
Error)

Odds ratio  
(95%CI)

Beta	 
(Standard	
Error)

Odds ratio 
(95%CI)

Physical activity
		Continuously	analyzed	(min/day)

		Dichotomous	analyzed	(sufficient	≥	20min/day)

0.004	 
(0.001)**

0.934 
(	0.121)**

1.004	 
(1.002-1.006)

2.545	 
(2.006-3.228)

0.000	 
(0.001)

0.215	 
(0.154)

1.000	 
(0.998-1.001)

1.240	 
(0.917-1.678)

Healthy diet score
		Continuously	analyzed	(1-12)

		Dichotomous	analyzed	(healthy	≥	9	points)

0.144	 
(0.040)**

0.568	 
(0.187)*

1.155	 
(1.069-1.249)

1.766	 
(1.224-2.546)

0.121	 
(0.042)*

0.464	 
(0.194)*

1.128	 
(1.039-1.225)

1.591	 
(1.087-2.329)

Interaction physical activity and healthy diet

  Dichotomous analyzed -0.580	 
(0.692)

0.560	 
(0.144-2.171)

-1.017 
(0.822)

0.361	 
(0.072-1.809)

a Good	cognitive	functioning=MMSE	score	of	≥27	 b adjusted	for	age,	BMI,	depressive	symptoms,	educational	level,	and	alcohol	use.	
*p-value	<.05	**	p-value	<.001
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Discussion

The	 results	 of	 our	 study	 indicate	 that	 a	 healthy	 diet	 and	 sufficient	 physical	 activity	 are	
independently associated with improved cognitive functioning. However, we did not find 
an	interaction	effect	between	adherence	to	a	healthy	diet	and	sufficient	physical	activity	on	
cognitive functioning. 

To the best of our knowledge only one previous study has investigated the synergistic 
effect of physical activity and diet with cognitive functioning . That prospective cohort 
study	 included	 1,880	 community-dwelling	 older	 people	 with	 a	 mean	 age	 of	 77.2	 years	
(SD=6.6).	In	that	study	both	an	additive	effect	(HR=	0.60,	p	for	trend	0.007)	and	an	interaction	
effect	 (HR=0.65,	 p	 for	 trend	 0.03)	were	 identified	between	high	 engagement	 in	 physical	
activities	 and	high	Mediterranean	diet	 scores	on	Alzheimer	disease	 risk.11	Our study does 
not	 support	 these	 conclusions.	 Significant	methodological	 differences	 could	 explain	 the	
discrepancies between the previous study and our study. First, in our study a healthy diet 
was defined as a diet that is rich in vegetable, fruit and fish, whereas the previous study 
utilized	a	Mediterranean	diet	 score.	 Besides	 including	 intake	of	 fruit,	 fish	 and	vegetables,	
this	Mediterranean	 diet	 score	 also	 includes	 other	 components,	 such	 as	 a	 high	 intake	 of	
seeds	and	nuts	and	a	low	intake	of	saturated	fat	and	red	meat	Because	the	combination	of	
B-vitamins,	antioxidants	and	monounsaturated	fatty	acids	act	to	protect	against	cognitive	
impairment,6 the interaction effect may be the result of accounting for a combination of 
these elements. Second, differences in the study sample might also have played a role in the 
different study outcomes. In the current study, dietary data were used from the LASA Lifestyle 
study.	Eligibility	criteria	to	participate	in	the	LASA	Lifestyle	study	were:	MMSE	score	of		≥24,	
age	<80	years	old	and	living	independently.	These	eligibility	criteria	led	to	the	inclusion	of	
both cognitive healthy subjects and subjects with mild cognitive impairment. This might 
explain	why	we	 failed	 to	 observe	 an	 interaction	 effect	 between	 adherence	 to	 a	 healthy	
diet	and	sufficient	physical	activity	on	cognitive	functioning.	Furthermore,	differences	in	the	
operationalization of cognitive functioning and the assessment of physical activity might 
also	 explain	 the	 different	 study	 outcomes.	 In	 the	 previous	 study,	 cognitive	 functioning	
was assessed by using standardized neurological and neuropsychological measures, such 
as	 neuropsychological	 tests	 and	medical	 imaging	 (e.g.	 computed	 tomography	 scans).	 In	
the	current	 study,	however,	 cognitive	 functioning	was	assessed	by	 the	MMSE.	This	could	
possibly	 explain	 the	different	outcomes.	What	 also	 could	 explain	 the	different	outcomes	
is the assessment of physical activity. In the previous study physical activity was assessed 
using	two	types	of	self-administered	physical	activity	questionnaires.	These	questionnaires	
only	inquires	about	leisure	time	physical	activities.	Therefore,	this	difference		might	also	have	
led to discrepancies between the studies in the estimation of physical activity.
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Though	 we	 did	 not	 find	 an	 interaction	 effect	 among	 sufficient	 physical	 activity,	 healthy	
diet adherence and cognitive functioning, we did find that adherence to a healthy diet is 
associated with improved cognitive functioning. Our results are in accordance with previous 
findings. Several prospective cohort studies have reported that the intake of fish,22,49-52 and 
fruits and vegetables19-21,53 may decrease the risk of dementia and cognitive decline. Whereas 
previous studies regarding the role of diet on cognitive functioning have primarily focused 
on	 the	 Mediterranean	 diet,	 this	 study	 investigated	 the	 role	 of	 a	 diet	 that	 is	 rich	 in	 fruit,	
vegetables and fish on cognitive functioning. The results of our study indicate that good 
cognitive functioning can be maintained by an ample intake of fruit, vegetables and fish. 

Furthermore,	 we	 determined	 an	 association	 between	 sufficient	 physical	 activity	 
(≥20	 minutes/day)	 and	 better	 cognitive	 functioning.	 However,	 no	 association	 between	
physical	 activity	 (continuous	 scale)	 and	 cognitive	 functioning	 was	 found.	 Although	 the	
dichotomization of a continuous variable could possibly have led  have led to a loss of 
information,54 dichotomizing physical activity allowed us to investigate whether adherence 
to the Dutch guideline for physical activity is associated with good cognitive functioning. 
The findings of the current study are consistent with previous studies. In intervention studies, 
it	has	been	suggested	that	aerobic	exercise	training	and	engagement	in	physical	activities	
might improve mental and physical health.13,55 Furthermore, moderate physical activity 
(defined	as	being	physically	active	≥	3	times	per	week)	is	associated	with	a	decreased	risk	of	
cognitive impairment and dementia.56

In our study, the Dutch guideline for fruit, vegetables and fish was transformed into a healthy 
diet score. Utilizing the data of the LASA Lifestyle study, we were primarily interested in the 
food products fruit, vegetable and fish only, as the intake of fruit and vegetables19-21,53, and 
fish22,49-52 is associated with cognitive functioning. The healthy diet score partially overlaps 
with	well-known	methods	 like	 the	Healthy	 Eating	 Index-2010	 (HEI-2010),	 DASH,	 DQI,	 and	
HDI,57-59 however these scores also include the intake of e.g. saturated fat, nuts and fibers. 
Although	 the	 healthy	 diet	 score	 partially	 overlaps	 with	 these	 diet	 quality	 indices,	 the	
healthy diet score is not validated and is restricted to the intake of fruit, vegetables and fish. 
Therefore,	future	research	is	required	to	determine	whether	this	score	is	a	valid	method	to	
assess	diet	quality.

In	our	study,	we	defined	a	healthy	diet	as	having	a	score	of		≥	9	points.	Participants	with	ample	
fruit	and	vegetable	intake	(total	of	8	points)	could	compensate	for	their	 lack	of	fish	intake	 
(1	point)	and	still	be	categorized	as	healthy	eaters.	This	may	have	led	to	an	underestimation	
of the actual association between adherence to a healthy diet and cognitive functioning, 
as fish intake has been previously shown to be associated with cognitive functioning.22,50-52 
Furthermore, although we used a valid instrument to assess cognitive functioning in older 
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people, the participants did not undergo a clinical assessment for cognitive functioning 
and	decline.	Because	the	MMSE	has	several	limitations,	including	the	test-retest	effect	and	
the role of demographic factors and verbal response skills in the final score34, it might not 
be as accurate as a clinical assessment for cognitive functioning. Nevertheless, the distinct 
advantages of this study include its reliance on a representative sample of older adults in 
the Netherlands, its substantial sample size and its use of assessment tools that have been 
widely used and validated in previous studies.

In conclusion, our study indicates that there is no interaction effect between adherence 
to a healthy diet and physical activity on cognitive functioning.  However, we did find 
independent	 associations	 among	 adherence	 to	 a	 healthy	diet,	 sufficient	physical	 activity	
and cognitive functioning.  Future research should clarify whether physical activity and 
adherence	to	a	healthy	diet	are	 (synergistically)	associated	with	cognitive	 functioning,	by	
using	comprehensive	direct	measurement	 instruments	 to	examine	both	physical	 activity	
and adherence to a healthy diet. 
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